
Confront imposter syndrome by changing their self-talk from critical
to compassionate
Release perfectionism by shifting from a fixed to growth mindset 
Detach from other’s opinions and pursue visibility opportunities
where they can shine
Remove the “could-haves, should-haves, and would-haves” from their
vocabulary and replace it with bold and confident (empowering)
language
Drop the “shoulder-padded” masculine-driven stance and embrace
their bold feminine leadership

Identify and clear limiting beliefs that are getting them in their way of
using speaking to grow their businesses
Speak boldly as they use clear communication, adopt powerful body
language, and tell vulnerable stories 
Connect with ideal clients through speaking and enroll them into
business offerings

SIGNATURE PRESENTATIONS
TAME YOUR INNER CRITIC; LIBERATE YOUR AUTHENTIC VOICE

Whether they are experienced business leaders, emerging leaders, or
entrepreneurs, for too many women the fear of other people’s opinions
and “not getting it right” when they speak keeps them paralyzed and
constantly second-guessing themselves. Kim Boudreau Smith is a
master at showing women how to turn down the volume on their inner
critic (or, as she calls it, “Hag in the Attic”) so they can accelerate their
impact and leadership. 

In this presentation, audience members will learn how to:

CLAIM YOUR BOLDNESS AS A SPEAKER; TURN SELF-DOUBT INTO

YOUR SPEAKING SUPERPOWER

If you are a coach, consultant, or service-driven entrepreneur, you likely
know that visibility is key if you want to grow your leads and client base.
Yet, if you’re like most female entrepreneurs, something is holding you
back from consistently getting on live or virtual stages to share your
message with those who need to hear it. Kim Boudreau Smith knows
how to show female entrepreneurs how to turn their self-doubt into their
speaking power as they clarify why they want to be speaking, who their
ideal audiences are, and the big idea at the center of their work. 

In this presentation, audience members will learn how to:
Connect with Kim

KimBSmith.com

PAST CLIENTS

Speaker | Public Speaking Coach | Founder, Her Bold Voice

BOOK KIM BOUDREAU

SMITH FOR YOUR

ASSOCIATION,

CONFERENCE, OR

COMPANY

kim@kimboudreausmith.com

https://www.facebook.com/KimBoudreauSmith
https://www.instagram.com/herboldvoicespeaks/


Kim Boudreau Smith is passionate about
helping women find (and use!) their bold

voices. A born entrepreneur with 25-years as
a leader in Corporate America, Kim rocks at
showing female entrepreneurs and high-
performing professional women how to

develop their speaking confidence, level up
their presence, and increase their

profitability. Kim’s raw, slightly rebellious,
and always riveting speaking style makes
her a go-to speaker for women’s business

and professional conferences, associations,
employee resource groups, and podcasts. 

 
Prior to launching her career as a

professional speaker and speaking coach,
Kim was the head of a radio station and for

25+ years ran a thriving fitness business. Kim
is also the co-author of several Amazon

bestselling books, and you can connect with
Kim and grab her 5 Ways to Stop Self-
Sabotaging Your Bold Voice guide at

kimbsmith.com.

ABOUT KIM BOUDREAU SMITH “Kim wowed us with her knowledge and
charisma when she introduced us to "the hag in

the attic" (inner critic).  She taught us how to
identify and manage our inner critic - "the hag"
with useful tools and methods. She comically

described her hag by name and her personality
and invited us to do the same. Kim is very

energetic and engaging. We highly recommend
Kim for your event!” 

 
CHRISTINA G.

German Professional Women’s Association

“Kim is such a role model for strong women
taking action and making a difference in the

world. She is enjoyable and upbeat as a speaker
and connects so easily and warmly with her
audience. She shared herself so openly and

transparently and it served to really inspire the
listeners to power up their own lives and

businesses to make a difference! I would highly
recommend Kim for your event!

 
ROBIN CORDOVA

TheFeminineEnergyRevolution

“Kim’s knowledge and ability to engage with
her audience is electrifying, I would strongly
recommend her as a speaker. Kim’s ability to
speak with clarity and conviction makes her a

most desirable presenter to any group” 
 

KATIE BURROUGHS
Inforum

KimBSmith.com

BOOK KIM BOUDREAU SMITH FOR
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